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Introduc)on:

More than 200 Ac%ve Galac%c Nuclei (AGN) have been observed at redshi8 higher
than 6 [1]. A small frac3on of them have been iden3fied from radio observa3ons,
opposite to what simula3ons predict [2].
It is expected that radio emission can be detected from such early AGN --in that case,
called Radio galaxies--, although its characteris3cs are s3ll quite indeterminate [3].
Par3cipa3on of IA in two projects that use SKA Precursors (EMU, with ASKAP, and
MIGHTEE with MeerKAT) creates a remarkable opportunity to apply our research in
both projects and, eventually, in SKA.
We want to use the power of Machine Learning (ML) techniques to 1) Understand the
proper%es that make an AGN to be detected as Radio Galaxy and 2) Generate a
catalogue of high-redshi8 Radio Galaxy candidates which can be observed in the
future.

Data and Methods:

To generate the ML models, we used photometry from around six million sources in
the HETDEX Spring Field [4] in several wavelengths --Radio, op3cal, NIR, UV, X-ray--.
Close to 30,000 of them are classified as AGN. Extra features were calculated from
manipula3ng some features. As valida3on set, used the Stripe 82 Field [5]. There, close
to 350,000 objects are listed and around 3,000 of them are flagged as AGN.

Three different ML models have been trained. The first, to detect AGN, the second, to
determine if these AGN might have radio emission (Radio Galaxies), and the third one,
to predict their redshi^ value. For the classifica3on steps (AGN and radio detec3on), a
probability threshold of 75% has ben established for a posi3ve output.

Results and Summary:

In the Stripe 82 area, 1,130 objects have been predicted to be AGN, and 266 of them, as having radio detec%on. For these predicted AGN
which have a previous redshi^ measurement, their mean es%mated devia%on is 0.091, in line with other redshi^ es3ma3on techniques.
From the Shapley analysis, we have recovered previously known correla3ons among features and our targets and. Also, we have obtained
trends that have not been studied thoroughly in previous studies.

Using already-available photometric data, we can derive predic3ons for the detec3on of high-redshi^ Radio Galaxies.
Our models can be, smoothly, transferred among different areas in the Sky. Final results are not strongly affected by the change in posi3ons.
Rather than using them as black boxes, we are able to derive correla3ons and trends between the studied features and the target proper3es
in our sample.
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